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BUST PORTRAIT OF MARCUS AURELIUS
ROME
FIRST QUARTER OF THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY

Bronze, Porphyry, Gilded bronze, Marble
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The cast quality of the bronze head upon this bust portrait is truly exceptional. The watery flow of
the emperor’s beard and hair is beautifully modelled and the ciseleur has engaged in considerable
afterwork, polishing, smoothing, chasing and punching the tiniest details on the surface of this
bronze. The pupils and iris of the eyes are also crisply delineated, charging this portrait with an
inimitable and piercing gaze, which is so characteristic of the ancient world, and which has been
fully translated from the best surviving Roman portraits of this famed philosopher-emperor.
The monumental size of the bust, together with the combination of bronze, gilding and imperial
porphyry, reflects the decorative splendour of the most important Roman palaces built between
the sixteenth and the eighteenth centuries. The most extravagant of these belonged to the major
noble families in the city, which included the Aldobrandini, Altemps, Barberini, Borghese, Chigi,
Colonna, Corsini, Doria Pamphilj, Farnese, Massimo, Odescalchi, Ruspoli and Spada dynasties. It
was these patrician families who predominantly supplied the cardinals and pontiffs to the Vatican
and dominated the upper echelons of Roman society. The decorative schemes of their residences
prioritised grandeur, extravagance and artistic display and encompassed imagery both sacred and
profane, consisting of pagan idols, classical gods and biblical tales. These palaces existed as
repositories of important artworks the family had collected, or inherited, over many
generations.
Monumental sculptures, both ancient and contemporary, were integrated into a broader visual
scheme which included old master paintings, renaissance bronze statuettes, giltwood furniture with
marble tops, elaborately framed mirrors, luxurious silks and fabrics1 (fig.1 & 2).
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See Feigenbaum and Freddolini, 2014
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Figure 1 Galleria Colonna, completed 1703, in
the Palazzo Colonna, Rome

Figure 2 Gallery of Mirrors, designed by Gabriele
Valvassori c1730, in the Palazzo Doria Pamphilj, Rome

Busts of Roman emperors and Caesars abounded in niches and on pedestals lining these
richly decorated corridors of power, like for example, the bronze and polychrome marble
busts in rectangular niches, at the Palazzo Pamphilj (fig.3 & 4).

Figure 4 Bust of Hadrian, Bronze and
polychrome marble, Palazzo Doria
Pamphilj, Rome

Figure 3 Bust of Clodius Albinus, Bronze and
polychrome marble, Palazzo Doria Pamphilj,
Rome

Another example that is comparable to the present work, is the bust of Marcus Aurelius from the
Boncompagni-Ludovisi collection in the Palazzo Altemps, located at the Piazza di sant’Apollinare
(fig.5). This monumental bust, which was much appreciated in the antiquarian literature and
guidebooks to Rome published in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, similarly comprises a
5

bronze head and cloak of gilded bronze dating from the seventeenth century and an antique
porphyry bust, which is thought to date back to the fourth century A.D. It dates from the same
period as our work and appears to have been created by being inserted onto an ancient bust of
imperial porphyry, which is also very similar. The short cloak has been cast in gilded bronze and
would have been fixed to the right shoulder by a fibula, but this has not survived. Whilst the scale,
subject and material are the same, the bronze sections of our example have been modelled with a
great deal more movement - the hair and cloak being much more dynamic and ‘baroque’ in spirit.
The Boncompagni-Ludovisi bust is fashioned more in the all’antica style and its seventeenth century
maker has continued the relatively rigid antique carving style of the porphyry chest piece
throughout the rest of later bronze sections. In this way it is more suggestive of the earliest bronze
busts made ‘after the antique’ by Pier Jacopo Alari-Bonacolsi, who was known as ‘Antico’.

Fig.5: Bust of Marcus Aurelius, Bronze, gilt bronze
(17th century), with imperial porphyry (4thcentury
A.D), Boncompagni Ludovisi Collection, Palazzo
Altemps, Rome
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The most famous examples of Antico’s busts of classical figures, after the antique archetypes,
include: the Antoninus Pius in the Metropolitan Museum, New York, the Marcus Aurelius in the
Bayerisches Nationalmuseum, Munich (fig.6), the bust of Menander in the Walters Art Gallery, the
Boston Museum of Fine Art; the Kunsthistorisches Museum, the gilt bronze Marcus Aurelius the
Liechtenstein collection (fig. 7) and the Julius Caesar, Augustus and Antoninus Pius in the
Seminario Vescovile, Mantua (figs.8-11). Antico wrote in a letter of April 1519 to Isabella d'Este,
Marchioness of Mantua, that “should your Ladyship wish to adorn some place with some bronze
heads, I can now arrange to have them made so that they will be more beautiful than those for the
Bishop . . .”. 2 The busts for the Bishop can be identified as the emperors now in Seminario
Vescovile in Mantua, made by Antico for Ludovico Gonzaga, Bishop of Mantua (Isabella's uncle
by marriage), between 1497 and 1511.3 The busts he made for Isabella include the Antoninus Pius
of c. 1524 in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, the Bacchus and Ariadne of c. 1520-25
in Vienna and the young man in the Liechtenstein collection.

Fig.6: Pier Jacopo Alari-Bonacolsi, called ‘Antico’, Marcus Aurelius, early sixteenth century, bronze, 70 cm
high. Munich, Bayerisches Nationalmuseum
2 Ancora, quando vostra signoria volesse adomar \quaf[ che locho de alcuna testa di hronzo, io ho il modo e
famefa[re] che serhpiu belle che non e quelle del vescho[vo\\ Trevisani and Gasparotto, 2008: 317-18, doc.86.
3

Trevisani and Gasparotto, 2008: 168 - 83, nos. III. 1-8
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Fig.7: Pier Jacopo Alari-Bonacolsi, called ‘Antico’, Marcus Aurelius, c.1500, gilt bronze, 70 cm high. Liechtenstein collection
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Fig. 8: Julius Caesar, Pier Jacopo Alari-Bonacolsi,
called ‘Antico’, Seminario, Mantua

Fig.10: Julius Caesar, Pier Jacopo AlariBonacolsi, called ‘Antico’, Seminario, Mantua

Fig.9: Augustus, Pier Jacopo Alari-Bonacolsi,
called ‘Antico’, Seminario, Mantua

Fig.11: Antoninus Pius, Pier Jacopo AlariBonacolsi, called ‘Antico’, Seminario, Mantua
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With his series of works for the Seminario Vescovile, Mantua, Antico was perhaps the first
renaissance sculptor who devised the combined aesthetic of bronze, gilt bronze and polychrome
marble in the production of busts after the antique. They have traces of gilding on the bronze
drapery, and although the bronze heads are set on plaster busts, as opposed to marble, they have
been coloured to imitate polychrome marble. It is also worth noting that around 1498, Antico made
a bust depicting Marcus Aurelius that generally followed the Museo Capitolino Imperatori 38 (type
IV), which is the version in Munich (fig.6). It is no criticism to mention that it is comparably more
rigid in style than the gilt bronze example he made around 1500, now in the Liechtenstein collection
(fig.7), which in terms of its modelling, finds greater comparisons with ours. Other sources of
inspiration for the present bust could also have been the bronze sculpture of Aurelio, Girolamo
and Ludovico Lombardo, who provided the next significant moment in the history of making
bronzes after the antique.
The Lombardo brothers ran bronze foundries in Rome and Recanati,4 a town not far from Urbino,
during the mid to late sixteenth century. They were the sons of the Venetian sculptor Antonio
Lombardi but had moved south to the Marche region for the project of decorating the Basilica at
Loreto. They made an exquisite bronze base for the famous ancient bronze statue, known as the
Idolino 5 , for the Duke of Urbino 6 (fig.12) and Ludovico, who was based between Rome and
Recanati, cast the bronze papal throne of Paul III, in 1546. Other papal commissions followed,
including a large and richly decorated tabernacle, which was
donated to Milan Cathedral around 1559 – 60.7

Fig.12: Attributed to Girolamo, Aurelio and Ludovico,
base for the Idolino, 1533 – c.1545, bronze. Museo
Archeologica, Florence.
Boström, 2003: 162 (See also Pauri, 1915)
Middeldorf, 1938: 251
6 Or Francesco Maria I Della Rovere (the statue’s first owner)
7 Boström, 2003: 162
4
5
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Fig.13: Ludovico Lombardo, Bust of a
Roman (Brutus), c. 1550, bronze. Prince of
Liechtenstein collection

Fig.14: Ludovico Lombardo, Bust of Hadrian, c.
1550, bronze National Gallery of Art, Washington,
Gift of Stanley Mortimer

Importantly for our study, around 1550, Ludovico made four bronze busts after the antique,
including a Brutus, Hadrian and Scipio, for the grandson of Lorenzo de’Medici, the Florentine
patrician Lorenzo di Piero Ridolfi (1503 – 1576), who had recently acquired a palazzo on the via
Tornbuoni.8 The Brutus is perhaps one of the versions that survive in either the Liechtenstein
collection, Vienna (fig.13), the Louvre, or a private collection; while the Hadrian could be the
example in the National Gallery of Art Washington (fig.14), or less likely, one of the versions in
the Bayerisches Nationalmuseum, Munich or the Museo Archeologico, Venice. The commission
of a set of bronze busts after the antique reflected the prevailing taste in Rome and Florence during
this period for sets of Roman emperors, both ancient and modern. In Florence, antique busts had
been collected since the end of the fifteenth century, with Vasari describing the infinite number of
these portraits on display above the fireplaces, exits, windows and cornices in each house: “onde
si vede in ogni casa di Firenze, sopra I cammini, usci, finestre e cornicioni, infiniti di detti rittrati.”9
By the middle of the sixteenth century, Cosimo I had begun a new antiquarian phase of collecting
such busts, mainly by establishing an Antiquarium in the Palazzo Pitti. 10 Jacopo Salviati also
Boström, 2003: 155
“onde si vede in ogni casa di Firenze, sopra I cammini, usci, finestre e cornicioni, infiniti di detti rittrati” – Vasari,
1906: 3: 123, cited in Lavin, 1970: 216 n.7 and Boström, 2003: 169
10 Boström, 2003: 169
8
9
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commissioned modern copies of busts of the twelve Caesars after the antique for his Florentine
Palace, which were set in niches designed by Giambologna (but are unfortunately now lost).11
Other important makers of bronze and polychrome marble busts after the antique in the sixteenth
century were Tommaso (c.1546 – 1606) and Guglielmo della Porta (c.1515 - 1577). Cardinal
Alessandro Farnese commissioned twelve marble heads of the Caesars from Tommaso in 1562.12
Vasari also owned a bust made by Tommaso and described the commission the sculptor received
from Pope Julius III for a set of 12 busts of emperors. His relative and rival, Guglielmo della Porta,
cast seven bronze busts of emperors after the antique that were sold to Ottavio Farnese around
157513, some of which are preserved in the Museo di Capodimonte, Naples (fig.15).

Fig. 15: Guglielmo Della Porta, Portrait of the emperor
Lucius Verus, bronze, circa 1564. Museo Estense di
Modena. Napoli, Palazzo Reale

Boström, 2003: 169
See Baglione, 1642
13 Panofsky, 1993: 119
11

12
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However, in both modelling style and material, our bust of Marcus Aurelius appears to have much
more in common with works made during the first half of the seventeenth century, such as
Alessandro Algardi’s portrait of Pope Innocent X in the Palazzo Doria Pamphili, on Rome’s Via
del Corso (fig.16). The dynamic and ‘Baroque’ modelling of the bronze head and the more intensive
‘cold-work’ is more advanced in technical and stylistic terms, than the heavier ‘All’antica’ style and
patina of the busts by the Lombardo brothers and the della Porta.

Fig.16: Alessandro Algardi (1598 – 1654), Pope Innocent X Pamphilj
(c.1644 – 1655), Bronze and porphyry. Palazzo Doria Pamphilj,
Rome

Algardi also set his bronze head of Innocent X upon a body that is wonderfully carved out of
imperial porphyry. The taste for, and re-use of, ancient, coloured marbles in sculpture and the
decorative arts during the Renaissance and Baroque periods, known as Spolia, is a fascinating
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aesthetic and socio-cultural phenomenon. It demonstrated a more pronounced antiquarianism, but
also the extent to which ‘the antique’ had acquired a socio-cultural capital or caché – it was as if
the glories of the ancients were believed to be located ‘within’ the stones themselves; the re-used
ancient marbles were perhaps, rather mystically, perceived as being charged with Roman imperial
power, or at least highly symbolic of it. Such associations were no more explicit than in the case of
imperial porphyry, which was mined in Egypt in ancient times and was, due to its rarity, expense
and purple hue, reserved for the sole use of the Roman emperor. Therefore, the re-use of such
spolia for the representation of Marcus Aurelius, one of the greatest and renowned Roman
emperors, would have been considered highly appropriate.
Perhaps the most famous depiction of Marcus Aurelius that survives from ancient times is the
great equestrian bronze on the Capitoline hill, which has now been moved inside the museum
(fig.17). Curiously, this bronze survived the smelting forge in the Christian medieval period despite
being a ‘pagan idol’ because it was widely misidentified as a representation of the first Christian
emperor of the Roman empire Constantine I. The head of this work belongs to the ‘fourth portrait
type’, or the ‘Museo Capitolini Imperatori 38’ (fig.18) and is the latest typological representation of
the emperor, when he was at the height of his power. As Kleiner makes clear: “Portraits made at
the end of Marcus's principate are extraordinary human documents because they not only
incorporate the aging process but also mirror the state of mind of the philosopher-emperor. It is
not surprising that the earliest instance of psychological penetration in Roman portraiture should
coincide with the principate of a deep thinker thoroughly imbued with Stoic ideas”.14 In our early
seventeenth century version, the emperor’s lively expression, with raised eyebrows and a distant,
dreamy gaze, has been eloquently transposed from the best ancient examples of the fourth portrait
type.
In ancient Rome, busts of eminent men were exhibited in libraries, temples and baths, conferring
on such places a dignity and decorum, with the intent of providing constant inspiration its citizens.
Renaissance humanists mined ancient texts such as Pliny’s Natural History for records of portraiture
and the practice of making busts ‘after the antique’, a practice which, as aforementioned, was
revived in Italy during the late fifteenth and sixteenth centuries by Antico. One of the most popular
figures to represent was the Roman philosopher-emperor Marcus Aurelius, last of the Five Good
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Kleiner,1992:271
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Emperors. He was famous for his wisdom and was celebrated as the author of the great work of
Stoic philosophy: Meditations. He was born in 121 A.D, the son of Annius Verus, who was of

Fig.17: Equestrian Sculpture of Marcus Aurelius, bronze, c. 173-76 C.E., Capitoline Museums, Rome.
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Spanish origin and the brother of Faustina the Elder. Marcus grew up in the imperial court, and
through a series of adoptions and marriages, was adopted in 138 by Emperor Antoninus Pius and
established as his successor. He was betrothed to Antoninus’s daughter, Faustina the Younger, his
cousin, and they married in 161. It was this year that he also rose to power, at the age of 40. Marcus
reigned for almost 20 years, his first six years as co-regent with Lucius Verus. In contrast to the
long and peaceful reign of his predecessor Antoninus Pius, he had to deal with natural disasters,
rebellions and attacks by the subject peoples of the Empire.

Fig.18: Marcus Aurelius, Type IV, 169 – 180 A.D. Capitoline Museums, Rome
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